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STRATEGICALLY TACKLES
CYBER SECURITY

In order to ensure water and power supply at all times,
EW Rothrist AG has carried out a situation analysis of cyber
risks, improved systems and processes, trained employ-
ees and anchored information security as a strategic 
topic in the company management. They implemented the  
Minimum ICT standard pragmatically and within a short 
period of time – thanks to the great commitment of those 
responsible at EW Rothrist and the support of Redguard. 

Recommendation: Minimum ICT standard
The dependence on ICT systems in water and power supply, 

the food industry as well as in public road, rail and air traffic is 

very high and digitization is progressing rapidly. This is why the 

federal government, together with the industry associations,

has published the Minimum ICT standard. “The recommen-

dations take a holistic approach to information security, from 

identifying risks, protecting systems, detecting attacks and

reacting to them, to restoring business operations. Each of 

these areas is assessed according to a set of criteria,” explains 

Dario Walder, Minimum ICT standard expert at Redguard.

Efficient task allocation and pragmatic approach
Based on this assessment, the EW Rothrist management

appointed an employee responsible for information security 

and brought Redguard into the project as independent, exter-

nal support. Together, the tasks were efficiently divided and

coordinated. “We were able to implement many improvements 

ourselves. Redguard supported us with their expertise and 

manpower,” says René Hürzeler, head of electricity and respon-

sible for information security at EW Rothrist. “It is remarkable 

how much EW Rothrist has been able to implement in a short 

period of time. The work was carried out pragmatically and very

efficiently,” explains Dario Walder, project manager at Red-

guard.

A failure of the water supply control systems can lead to the 

contamination of drinking water or interrupt the sup- ply. In 

order to properly address cyber risks, EW Rothrist AG, the 

electricity and water supplier for industrial and commer-

cial customers as well as for all households in the munic-

ipality of Rothrist and Vordemwald, carried out a situation 

analysis of their information security. This showed that they are 

technically well positioned, but that there is still room for 

improvement, especially in organizational terms. “Information 

security is an important success factor in order to guarantee 

our goals and tasks of water and power supply in the long 

term and without interruption,” explains Roberto Romano, 

managing director at EW Rothrist, and adds: “This is why we 

have anchored information security as a strategic topic and 

implemented the Minimum ICT standard with the support of 

Redguard.”
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ISMS, emergency concept & awareness
A central point in the implementation of the standard was the 

Information Security Management System (ISMS) in which 

cyber security is approached systematically. EW Rothrist has 

drawn up a security strategy, instructions and concepts, de-

fined roles and responsible persons. They followed Redguard’s 

recommended procedure and had all documents checked and 

revised by the information security experts.

In close cooperation, an emergency concept for the failure 

of the process control system was worked out and emergen-

cy scenarios were clearly defined: Who is responsible, what 

needs to be done in the event of a crisis and which backup 

systems and processes are available? EW Rothrist is now pre-

pared for future challenges.

In order to improve the knowledge and awareness of its em-

ployees, EW Rothrist has conducted an awareness campaign 

with the support of Redguard – for all employees from clerks to 

management. “Every employee is a potential weakness. When 

we educate and sensitize people, these weak points become 

sensors that detect anomalies and point out risks at an early 

stage,” says Dario Walder.

Cyber security is a continuous process
Through the targeted, pragmatic and efficient division of tasks, 

EW Rothrist was able to achieve the Minimum ICT standard in 

a very short time.

“By implementing the Minimum ICT standard and with the 

support of Redguard, we can be sure that we are implement-

ing the right and important things and making the best use of 

our resources,” says Roberto Romano. He knows that this is a 

continuous process: “We have defined responsibilities and in-

formation security processes. Once a year, those responsible 

for information security and the management check that these 

are also lived on a daily basis.”

Our support
The Minimum ICT standard is a comprehensive framework for 

protecting your organization against cyber risks.

We support you in determining the maturity level of your

organization. By assessing the status quo in the regard to 

the minimum ICT standard, we evaluate whether you are

already compliant or vulnerabilities continue to exist. If the

latter applies, we develop a pragmatic action plan that equips 

you to establish a security process within your organization 

and hence to comply with the minimum ICT standard in the 

long term.

„Redguard has supported us with their 
expertise and manpower.”

René Hürzeler, EW Rothrist 
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